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EXT. OUTSIDE A FUTURISTIC CITY - NIGHT

Panning shot outside a streamlined, beautiful cityscape.

Police sirens are heard, then a VOICE.

VOICE

Welcome to my city.

INT. DECORATED/WEALTHY HALLWAY - NIGHT

Two pairs of feet sprinting through a decorated hallway.

They’re breathing heavily, with urgency.

VOICE

It used to be so different than

this. Warm, happy... free.

There’s angry yelling behind the two figures running now.

VOICE

The last governor of our city had

the heart of a lion. But when his

brother was asked to take over...

everything went to hell.

Police with all manner of firearms and canines break through

a door in front of the figures, who swing a hard left.

VOICE

We were promised a strong leader.

Gunshots blast through the hallway. The two figures dive

into another room out of the way.

VOICE

We were given a dictator.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - NIGHT

A long table going down the room leads to a large bay-window

at the end. The figures look at it, behind them, then at

each other. One is younger, with trimmed red facial hair

wearing a green hoodie. The other is in black, with long

straight hair that somewhat covers his eyes.

VOICE

Most people submitted to the new

way of life. The raised taxes. The

police brutality. The very air we

breath feeling like a prison.

(CONTINUED)
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The camera cuts back to the door again, but with the police

bursting in this time. The room appears empty, except two

shadows in opposite corners. One lights up with a curved

arc, the other gives off the sound of guns being cocked.

VOICE

But some people... some people

fought back.

The police yell in shock when our two figures, in slow

motion, charge their attackers from behind. The one in black

has two hand-guns, letting off glowing bullets. His black

coat flows with the motion.

VOICE

And we fought back hard.

We now see the figure in the green hoodie, and also see what

the curved arc was. A futuristic, ion coated bow let’s off

arrows made of pure energy. He let’s off these arrows with

ease, unleashing volley after volley at his pursuers.

VOICE

We were marked as outlaws. We got

rid of our names.

The two figures charge through the police barrier, kicking

and elbowing them out of the way without losing momentum.

VOICE

We became ghosts. Shadows that

strike with blinding speed, then

disappear back into the darkness.

The figures reach the window and jump straight through.

Glass shatters as they turn around and shoot their pursuers

one last time before falling into the void.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE WINDOW (HIGH) - NIGHT

VOICE

We’re pretty famous actually.

Almost celebrities at this point.

Our two figures plummet straight down, headfirst, the

skyline quickly rising above them. A big plasma screen on a

skyscraper shows a wanted poster, with the figure in green’s

sketch plastered all over it in different angles.

VOICE

So much has been lost to this

corruption. Families, homes,

freedom. I can’t let that stand.

(CONTINUED)
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The figures disappear into a body of water at the bottom.

Police lean out the window and talk on walkies.

VOICE

Tingham is a war zone. The citizens

live in fear, and I and my friends

are the only hope they have.

A distance away from the city, the figures pry themselves

out of the water. The one in black offers a hand to the one

in green, who grabs it and lifts himself out. They turn

around to see the building a distance away. The figure in

green pulls out a device.

VOICE

And as that hope I, we, won’t stop

fighting..

He presses a button, and flings the device into the river.

The two turn around and walk, with the building behind them.

VOICE

John will pay. This will end.

A huge explosion comes from the floor of the building our

figures jumped out of. Fire rockets through the sky.

VOICE

Who are we? Who am I? We’re just a

merry band not willing to give up

their home. And me personally?

Well, I’m sure you’ll catch on.

The figures, ROBIN and GUY lift up their hoods with the

blazing night sky behind them. The screen then goes black,

with the word "HOOD" displayed prominently.

EXT. CITY LIMITS ROAD - NIGHT

Two shining lights move slowly toward us, then we hear

engines. The lights whiz by, revealed to be Robin and Guy on

motorcycles flying down the road. They pass a sign by the

side of the road that says "Welcome to Tingham". In front of

the city name is spray-painted in red "Not". We switch to

our two figures, speaking through communicators.

ROBIN

Did you find anything when we split

up in there?

The other figure shakes his head.

(CONTINUED)
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GUY

Nothing much. A few police route

patterns, the harbor schedule which

Scarlett already hacked in to last

month. And...

He trails off. Robin looks at him curiously.

ROBIN

And?

Guy smiles and Robin’s eyes grow wide with anticipation.

ROBIN

The ledger? It exists?!

GUY

It’s in a sealed lock case in

John’s main office. Cocky prick put

it in plain sight just to taunt us.

But it’s there. It exists.

Robin speaks with anticipation now.

ROBIN

Every secret John used to corrupt

his way into power. Every hit,

every deal, all in one place. If we

have that...

Guy nods.

GUY

Then we can finally end this.

Robin clicks his communicator. SCARLETT, a chipper, female

voice answers.

SCARLETT

Thank you for calling the secret,

underground rebel hotline. For

hours of operation press 1. For

list of members, press--

ROBIN

Scarlett, knock it off. Guy found

it.

The voice immediately grows serious.

SCARLETT

The ledger? The actual ledger?

(CONTINUED)
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GUY

It’s an external hard drive John

keeps on display in his office.

SCARLETT

We have to get it! If I can access

its contents I can distribute them

onto the web. The entire regime

will crumble.

GUY

Agreed, we can start planning out a

strategy in the morning.

ROBIN

No.

Guy looks at him.

GUY

Robin?

ROBIN

John knows we know. If we wait til

morning the ledger will be long

gone, and we’ll have to do this all

over again.

SCARLETT

So what do we do?

ROBIN

Get the men armed and briefed.

Robin revs the engine of his bike and does a wheelie.

ROBIN

We go tonight.

His bike rockets out into the night sky, Guy follows suit.

INT. UNDERGROUND, HIGH-TECH MILITARY COMPOUND - NIGHT

An attractive young woman with flaming red hair and black

highlights wears a casual, yet military outfit. She speaks

to a group of about 50 or so men and women. Each looks

prepped for combat. Behind her is a large screen with a map

of the city virtually displayed.

SCARLETT

Robin and Guy have located the

ledger in this building here: City

Hall.

(CONTINUED)
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The screen behind her zooms in on the building.

SCARLETT

There’s normally already tons of

security, but tonight that’ll be

doubled. Robin and Guy’s attack is

going to leave John paranoid. If

previous encounters are any hint

however, he’s going to be fairly

predictable in his procedure.

The screen has a large amount of red dots appear in various

points of the building, which when the screen zooms we see

are virtual representations of guards/dogs/etc.

SCARLETT

Patrols, dogs, and of course his

favorite: police and S.W.A.T.

officers stationed all around the

building to stir up the populace.

EXT. GROUND LEVEL OF CITY HALL - NIGHT

We see all of Scarlett’s predictions coming true on screen.

SCARLETT (V.O.)

What he won’t consider however.

INT. UNDERGROUND, HIGH-TECH MILITARY COMPOUND. - NIGHT

Scarlett zooms out in her virtual display to rooftops higher

than City Hall surrounding it.

SCARLETT

Is an aerial assault.

EXT. ROOFTOPS AROUND CITY HALL - NIGHT

Robin stands at the edge of a roof, looking over City Hall.

Guy stands beside him, barking out orders to the men after

staring through binoculars. He hands them to Robin.

GUY

Scarlett was right on the money, as

always. No rooftop patrols. We’re

practically being invited.

ROBIN

He’ll never know what hit him.

Let’s move.

(CONTINUED)
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The troops move in with large devices that shoot grappling

hooks. The hooks fly to the roof of City Hall, and the men

cross over. Robin and Guy have their own, portable versions

and follow. Once over, Robin contacts the base.

ROBIN

Scarlett, what are we looking at?

SCARLETT

Waiting for my eyes...

EXT. SIDE OF BUILDING - NIGHT

A few of the troops rappel down the side of City Hall,

placing small sensors on the windows. These shoot a laser.

INT. UNDERGROUND, HIGH-TECH MILITARY COMPOUND - NIGHT

Scarlett sits at a large monitor, a "heat-vision-like" image

of the floors being created right in front of her.

SCARLETT

Sensors are live. Sentries aren’t

too big an issue until the fourth

floor down. The ledger should still

be in the penthouse.

EXT. CITY HALL ROOFTOP - NIGHT

GUY

This sounds too easy...

Robin laughs.

ROBIN

Come on cousin... did you ever stop

to think maybe we’ve finally just

got the fool cornered?

GUY

That’s what concerns me. Have you

ever seen a wild animal cornered?

Robin chuckles cockily and pulls out his bow.

ROBIN

I guess I’m about to.
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INT. CITY HALL CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Robin, Guy, and the troops move in silently, weapons drawn.

Robin talks to one of the higher ranking soldiers.

ROBIN

Take your squad and move toward the

lower floors. Find an area with

good cover, then make as much noise

as possible.

The soldier nods and the troops follow him.

ROBIN

Let’s go.

Guys cocks his guns, and Robin swipes the shaft of his bow,

it’s energy humming to life with his touch. They move down

the hallway quickly and quietly.

INT. PENTHOUSE DOORWAY - NIGHT

GUARD 1 and GUARD 2 stand on either side.

GUARD 1

Why are we working overtime again?

GUARD 2

Chief says it came right from the

governor. Something about an

"imminent rebel attack".

GUARD 1

And yet you and I are posted here,

in front of his office, in the dead

of night? What’s he worried about,

them breaking in and stealing his

coffee mug?

The guard finds his own joke hilarious, but the other is

silent.

GUARD 1

Hey, you fall asleep over there?

His friend falls to the ground. A steaming, cauterized hole

is in his chest. The guard panics into his walkie.

GUARD 1

THIS IS PATROL 17! HURRY, WE’RE

UNDER ATT--

(CONTINUED)
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The guard suddenly arches his back and falls over, dropping

the walkie. We see Guy, knife in hand, wipe the blood off

his blade and sheath it. The guard’s WALKIE clicks on.

WALKIE

Patrol 17, come in. Didn’t copy

that. Over.

Guy picks it up and imitates the guard’s gruff voice.

GUY

This is 17, sorry about that, just

saying we’re bored up here.

WALKIE

Well get over it! You could be down

here with the rest of us, waiting

for the rebels. At least you

slackers are out of danger.

Robin and Guy both smile at this, amused.

GUY

Out of danger, copy that. Over and

out.

Robin takes a keycard off the guard he shot, and swipes the

door. It opens effortlessly.

ROBIN

Scarlett, we’re in.

INT. PENTHOUSE - NIGHT

SCARLETT

Alright, on the outer case holding

the ledger you should see an access

panel.

They walk to the case, the ledger at eye level like an idol.

ROBIN

Got it.

SCARLETT

Take the four screws attached to

the key panel out of the mechanism.
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INT. CITY HALL, LOWER FLOORS - NIGHT

The other squad is proceeding quietly. They gesture each

other to check the room they’re pressing toward.

INT. CITY HALL, DINING HALL - NIGHT

The door is kicked open and few troops roll in, guns ready.

They sweep the room... nothing. JONAS, the squad leader

Robin talked to earlier, speaks into his communicator.

JONAS

Ma’am, we’re in the dining hall.

There’s enough cover here to

protect us in a firefight...

permission to proceed?

SCARLETT

Granted. Set up sensors and I’ll

give you a hand when they come.

INT. PENTHOUSE - NIGHT

Robin crosses one last circuit, the panel lights up, and the

case around the ledger opens.

ROBIN

It’s open.

SCARLETT

Good, Jonas has the sensors up.

They’re in the...

Her voice trails off.

ROBIN

Scarlett? Come in?

SCARLETT

Hang on a second.

INT. UNDERGROUND, HIGH-TECH MILITARY COMPOUND. - NIGHT

The computer Scarlett is looking at shows the dining hall,

but in different corners of the room there are strange, red

dots. Scarlett zooms in on one.

SCARLETT

What in... Jonas, go to the

southeast corner of the room.

(CONTINUED)
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JONAS

Ma’am?

SCARLETT

Just do it.

INT. CITY HALL, DINING HALL - NIGHT

Jonas holsters his gun and complies. He studies the corner.

SCARLETT

Anything?

JONAS

Not that I can see.

INT. UNDERGROUND, HIGH-TECH MILITARY COMPOUND - NIGHT

Scarlett slumps in her chair with relief and breaths out.

SCARLETT

Good, must be a glitch in my--

JONAS

Wait...

She immediately stiffens.

INT. CITY HALL, DINING HALL - NIGHT

Jonas pulls down a black cloth on the wall, revealing an

explosive reaching the final seconds of a countdown.

JONAS

SCARLETT TELL ROBIN AND GUY TO GET

OUT OF HERE! THE WHOLE PLACE IS--

Fire consumes everything with breathtaking speed.

INT. UNDERGROUND, HIGH-TECH MILITARY COMPOUND - NIGHT

Scarlett’s communicator gives off static.

SCARLETT

Jonas?! JONAS COME IN!!

With no reply, Scarlett becomes frantic.

(CONTINUED)
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SCARLETT

Robin! Robin come in!!

INT. PENTHOUSE - NIGHT

Robin has the ledger in his hand.

ROBIN

Scarlett? We have the--

SCARLETT

You and Guy need to get out of

there! It’s a trap! Jonas’ entire

squad has been taken out, John

knows!

ROBIN

What?! No that’s... not...

Robin looks at the ledger: cardboard.

ROBIN

No... no no no...

Suddenly the doors behind them shut, and green mist fills

the entire room. Robin turns around to Guy, who is strapping

on a gas mask with very calm, collected look on his face.

ROBIN

Guy? Where did you... get...

GUY

I tried to tell you Robin.

The screen starts to blur as we see (from Robin’s

perspective) the room begin to go dark.

GUY

There’s no way it’d be that easy.

The screen blacks out as Robin collapses on the floor.

INT. A DARK ROOM THAT RESEMBLES A DUNGEON - NIGHT

The screen fades back to Robin, shirtless and waking up

strapped to a wall a bit off the ground. JOHN stands before

him wearing a posh suit and leaning (although obviously not

through necessity) on a decorative cane. He has two guards

on either side of him, and is smiling evilly.

(CONTINUED)
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JOHN

Well, looks who’s finally awake.

Hello Hood. Or is it Robin?

Robin wakes up more after hearing the voice of his

adversary. His own vocal tone drips hatred.

ROBIN

John. What have you done? Where are

my men?!

John chuckles, obviously entertained.

JOHN

The troupe of vagabonds you

"sneaked" into my hall? By this

point I’d assume they’re all over

the city. Ash tends to do that.

Robin roars and lunges, stretching his restraints.

JOHN

You really are just as predictable

as I was told you’d be. I mean what

fool honestly believes he can break

into a top-level security compound

from the roof? This is not medieval

times Robin!

ROBIN

How did you...

Suddenly we see an even deeper rage cross Robin’s face than

when he heard John.

ROBIN

Where is he?

John smiles and makes a gesture toward someone out of view,

and Guy walks in. He’s wearing a police uniform, albeit a

modified one similar to his black, trench coat look.

JOHN

Surprised?

ROBIN

Guy... why. WHY?!

GUY

Oh get off your pedestal Robin!

We’ve been doing this for years and

getting nowhere! We were never

going to win, but you’d never agree

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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GUY (cont’d)
to that. So... I weighed the

options.

ROBIN

And Jonas and his men? OUR FRIENDS?

Were they just "options"?!

Guy, for only the briefest second, shows a twinge of

remorse, but then his cold, calculated demeanor again.

GUY

Had to be done.

JOHN

And besides, I have you now Robin!

Without their leader, the rebels

will crumble into nothing anyway.

ROBIN

There’s still more of us. There

always will be.

JOHN

Oh to be sure! But thanks to my new

Sheriff...

He gestures to Guy.

JOHN

... I’ll be able to sniff them out,

easily, one by one.

He chuckles again to himself and walks away. Guy follows,

but slows down just a bit when Robin addresses him.

ROBIN

Guy, please. Please don’t do this.

GUY

I’m sorry Robin, it’s over.

He walks out, and we see Robin slump his head, and begin

sobbing quietly.

ROBIN

No... no...

Suddenly he raises his head and let’s out an enraged "NO!"

The screen fades again.
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VARIOUS SHOTS, QUICKLY SPLICED TOGETHER

A menagerie of scenes. Police breaking into houses and

killing the rebels and their families hiding there.

Executions and tortures. News headlines that read things

like "Hood’s Disappearance: One Year Today". Amidst them are

shots of John, with Guy, addressing the citizens.

INT. PRISON - NIGHT

FIGURE sneaks through the prison hallway. It easily evades

unknowing sentries, and acrobatically makes it way up to a

higher level. Here it gets to a large cell that says

"Solitary Confinement." The figure clicks a few keys on a

pad and swipes an access card.

INT. PRISON CELL - NIGHT

The cell opens and inside in the shadows is an unshaven,

hardened looking Robin. He’s more sinewy now, and barely

moves when the door opens.

ROBIN

Can I help you?

The figure, wearing an indistinguishable mask, throws some

gear at him, hinting for him to put it on. The figure then

gestures to an emblem on its shoulder. Its the symbol the

rebels used when Robin was in charge.

ROBIN

That cause died a long time ago...

Those men and women are dead.

The figure throws Robin his bow, which he catches with one

hand and studies, more interested now. The figure speaks: a

metallic, computerized voice.

FIGURE

Not all.

Robin studies the bow, then eyes the figure.

INT. PRISON - NIGHT

Robin, wearing the gear, and the figure stealthily exit the

door. They sneak their way through the prison and through an

archway out of the prison block, hiding from any sentries.

Near them is an office, and inside are familiar voices.

(CONTINUED)
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GUY

With all due respect sir, what do

you want me to do?

INT. GUY’S OFFICE - NIGHT

JOHN

What do I want?! I want you to get

one last band of rebels! We’ve

crushed almost the entire cause,

THIS SHOULDN’T BE DIFFICULT.

GUY

This isn’t like the others! They

have Scarlett, which immediately

makes this harder.

INT. OUTSIDE OFFICE - NIGHT

Robin perks up hearing Scarlett’s name, and looks at the

figure, who gives one solid nod as if to confirm.

INT. GUY’S OFFICE - NIGHT

GUY

And this group fights with a cause.

I haven’t seen zeal like this

since...

Guy tries to catch himself and stops, but the damage is

done. Anger drips out of John’s voice.

JOHN

Like who, Guy? Hood? Dearest cousin

Robin? Is that what you were going

to say?!

GUY

They still fight with an ideal. It

makes things more problematic.

JOHN

Then put that idea to rest, with

it’s firestarter. Right there.

John gestures to an interactive map in the office,

presumably where Robin’s cell was. As Guy looks where he’s

pointing, his eyes go wide.

(CONTINUED)
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JOHN

What?

Guy speaks into a WALKIE.

GUY

Who inputted the access code for a

prison transfer on Cell 0?

WALKIE

Uhhh... you did sir...

GUY

WHAT?! ALL GUARDS, WE HAVE AN

ESCAPE ATTEMPT! LOCK THIS PLACE

DOWN!

INT. THROUGHOUT PRISON - NIGHT

The prison turns into a madhouse. Doors are reinforced,

sirens and red lights go off, and all police in the building

suit and arm up. The man-hunt is out in full force.

INT. OUTSIDE OFFICE - NIGHT

Guy and John quickly walk out to join the hunt, and Robin

and the figure are gone. The screen pans up to an air vent

cover being slipped back into place.

INT. AIR VENT - NIGHT

Robin and the figure quietly make their way through the

vent. They come to a fork, and the figure gestures for Robin

to go left, although it goes right.

ROBIN

What about you?

The figure shakes its head.

FIGURE

Not yet.

Robin nods slowly.

ROBIN

Thank you.

The figure scurries into the darkness, and Robin without

hesitation goes down his allotted path. He passes a grate in

the vent, where he hears yelling.

(CONTINUED)
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VOICES

THEY’VE FOUND HIM! A FIGURE RUNNING

TOWARD THE EAST EXIT. HURRY!

Robin smiles to himself.

EXT. PRISON EXTERIOR - NIGHT

A grate gets kicked out of the side of the prison, and Robin

peeks his head out. Seeing nobody, he shimmies his way down

the wall, landing quietly. He sprints for a fence, cuts his

way through with the ion part of his bow, and continues

running. Before long he passes a cloth with the rebel symbol

draped over a ditch. He lifts the cloth and sees a bike,

with a communicator. Robin looks shocked.

ROBIN

Who is this person...

He clicks the communicator on, and a familiar voice,

although much more serious in tone, replies.

SCARLETT

This is Scarlett, go ahead.

ROBIN

No option for the members list

anymore?

The voice’s tone changes immediately, going from steely cold

to shocked and excited.

SCARLETT

ROBIN?!! HOW?!

ROBIN

I’ll explain later, where are you?

SCARLETT

You... the woods, outskirts of

town.

ROBIN

On my way, ETA 20 minutes.

Robin kicks his bike into gear, and the engine hums to life.

He zooms off into the night.
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EXT. THE SHERWOODS BUILDING COMPLEX - NIGHT

An abandoned building complex, large enough to easily house

a small town, is shown in the camera’s view. Overgrown with

ivy, trees, etc., it’s obviously been abandoned for quite

some time. A sign that says "The Sherwoods" is overgrown and

with peeling paint. We see no signs of life until Robin, on

his bike, slowly makes his way through the main street.

ROBIN

Scarlett? Anyone?

Suddenly guns aim at him from all sides, their wielders

yelling to get on the ground and drop his weapon. Robin

throws up his hands but yells protests, and one of the

attackers kicks him to his knees. It looks bad until

Scarlett runs up, pushing through the soldiers.

SCARLETT

AT EASE, AT EASE!

She see’s Robin and stands stock still. He stands up slowly,

brushing himself off, and looks at her.

SCARLETT

It really is you...

ROBIN

Scarlett, what on earth is going-

He doesn’t have time to finish his sentence, Scarlett

embraces him with the purest of joy. At first he’s shocked,

but then smiles and returns the gesture.

SCARLETT

Welcome home.

EXT. THE WOODS BUILDING COMPLEX UNDERGROUND. NIGHT

Makeshift shelters with a few fires lit for warmth and

light. Soldiers crowd these fires, some with their families.

Robin walks with Scarlett and slowly analyzes the scene. He

makes eye contact with a beautiful, albeit dirty, little

girl and they exchange smiles. The girl turns and runs away

giggling, showing a huge gash going down her face Robin

couldn’t see before. He’s visibly shocked.

SCARLETT

Not the gang you left is it?

(CONTINUED)
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ROBIN

What happened... who are these

people?

SCARLETT

After Guy’s betrayal, it didn’t

matter whether our names were known

or not. He led John’s forces

straight to our base, hacked into

our files... all we could do was

run with those we loved.

ROBIN

How many made it out?

Scarlett pauses at this.

ROBIN

Scarlett, how ma--

SCARLETT

47%. Less than that were able to

save their families.

Robin goes silent, his pained look brings Scarlett to tears.

SCARLETT

I’m so sorry, if you had been there

it would have been different. But

because it was me, we lost so

many... just like Mom and Dad.

Robin stiffens at this and grabs her shoulders.

ROBIN

Scarlett Lucilia Locke. Don’t you

dare. You know that wasn’t your

fault. They got you out. Don’t

forget that.

A soldier, ALAN, approaches the pair cautiously. Scarlett

quickly dries her eyes and puts her stone-cold expression

back on her face.

SCARLETT

Yes Alan?

ALAN

Commander... they’re here.
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INT. COMPUTER SHELTER. NIGHT

Inside one of the the bigger tented shelters is a complex

array of screens, cords, and all manner of technology.

Scarlett and Robin follow Alan into this tent, amidst a

small band of technicians. SOLDIER 1 and SOLDIER 2 in

stealth gear are immediately addressed by Scarlett.

SCARLETT

What did we find?

SOLDIER 1

It’s as we feared Commander: our

group is the last. Neither of us

found traces of any other rebels.

Scarlett closes her eyes and inhales, calming herself from

this latest blow.

SCARLETT

And the recon?

SOLDIER 2

That one had far more interesting

developments.

The soldier gestures to a monitor, and all present stare at

it. The first soldier clicks through a series of

photographs. Most of them involve John and Guy, and many

have a beautiful, black-haired woman with them.

SOLDIER 2

This woman showed up about two days

ago. At first we thought she might

just be some conquest for Guy...

wouldn’t be the first. But then we

quickly realized she has a very

high rank.

SCARLETT

The Governor has been increasing

his manpower quite a bit lately.

SOLDIER 1

Oh trust us, it gets better. Wait

til you hear who she is.

A few keys are clicked and the woman’s picture is brought up

next to a data file onscreen.

SOLDIER 1

Meet Marion Leone. Expert tracker,

tactical genius, and quite a nice

bit of eye candy for John’s regime.

(CONTINUED)
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ROBIN

Leone? As in Governor Richard

Leone?

SOLDIER 2

The same.

SCARLETT

So this is John’s niece...

Interesting.

SOLDIER 2

She’s the main way Governor Richard

found the insurgent leader in the

Old War. She’s smart, she plans on

the fly... Lady Marion here is not

someone to trifle with.

ROBIN

But how is she willing to ally

herself with John, who goes against

EVERYTHING her father stood for?

SOLDIER 1

John has money, John offers power.

It wasn’t difficult.

Robin shakes his head and mutters to himself.

ROBIN

Two for two.

The soldier at the computer looks at Robin quizzingly.

SOLDIER 1

Sorry?

ROBIN

Nothing, we need to have more intel

on this women. Everything you have

on her transfer to myself and

Scarlett, after that, take a small

team and--

SOLDIER 1

Sir, with all due respect. Who are

you?
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EXT. CITY HALL. NIGHT

INT. CITY HALL CONFERENCE ROOM. NIGHT

A large wall with a candid picture of Robin projected on it

in black and white, along with a color detail file on him. A

beautiful young woman, MARION, stands before the projection

addressing John, Guy, and a few others.

MARION

Robin Flynn Locke. Former special

forces officer under my father.

Expert marksman, proficient in Krav

Maga, and apparently a master

escape artist judging by tonight’s

little escapade.

John’s face grimaces at this. Guy smirks.

MARION

Very strong sense of morality,

instilled not only by his training

but also from the death of both his

parents when their apartment

complex caught on fire. Their

daughter and Robin’s only sibling,

Scarlett, was the sole survivor.

She’s now the leader of the

remaining rebels. And finally

gentleman, how about you tell me

what I’m really doing here.

John and Guy look at each other, then back at Marion warily.

GUY

Pardon?

Marion rolls her eyes and smiles.

MARION

People please! You didn’t have me

take a private jet, halfway across

the world, just to analyze for you

a soldier, for one of you a

cousin...

Guy stiffens at this.

MARION

... that you already know

everything there is to know about.

This was a test. I passed. Yay,

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MARION (cont’d)
applause, go me. I say again. My

time is valuable, so stop wasting

it. Why. Am. I. Here.

The room is silent, John and Guy specifically look stunned

by Marion’s brashness. After a pause John looks over at Guy.

Their eyes meet.

JOHN

Show her.

Guy nods, stands up, and walks over to the projector. He

inserts a drive into it, and the screen on the wall changes

to a password log-in. The password is typed in, and security

from the prison plays. We see Robin, and alongside him, the

mysterious figure. Then other images of the figure.

GUY

Three months ago, this figure began

popping up everywhere. Freeing

Robin was only the latest in a

series of infiltrations, thefts,

and sabatoges. We don’t know the

who, we don’t know why. All we know

is that he’s been a thorn in our--

MARION

Or she.

Guy pauses. Marion is leaning back in Guy’s chair, studying

the figure with amusement.

MARION

That’s a Mark 7 Shadow Suit.

Specifically designed to make it’s

wearer androgenous so that pursuers

won’t know who they’re chasing. For

all you know, that could be a

blonde, double-D cup size escorting

your boy out of there.

Marion has again completely silenced the room. She smiles.

MARION

Just a thought.

JOHN

I don’t care if its both sexes, I

want it found. And exterminated.

Marion glares at John, but she hides it with a smile.

(CONTINUED)
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MARION

Anything for you, Uncle.

EXT. TINGHAM ALLEYWAY. NIGHT

Lit up by only a few streetlights, we see a CLOAKED MALE in

an alleyway. He’s tapping his foot and looking around

warily. He snaps his neck upward at the sound of a familiar,

robotic voice.

FIGURE

You have two minutes.

CLOAKED MALE

John is hunting you now. He’s using

his niece, the former Governor’s

daughter. She’s a bloodhound, at

sixteen she helped her father track

down a seriel killer that had

evaded the police for months.

FIGURE

Good to know. Thank you.

The figure tenses, about to jump away onto the rooftops.

CLOAKED MALE

Wait! ... What about Robin?

The figure pauses, inhales and replies.

FIGURE

He made it. Now we see if he still

has a fight in him.

For a split second, the cloaked figure looks away.

CLOAKED MALE

We can only--

He looks up, but the figure is gone.

CLOAKED MALE

--pray.
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500 WORD RATIONALE STATEMENT

I’m a huge fan of the Robin Hood legend. However, I’ve

always felt there was a bit of a division between the

setting and the viewer, so I wanted to bring Robin and

company into our “neck of the woods” (pun intended), and

sprinkle a bit of futuristic science fiction into the mix. I

want to share the Robin Hood story with a generation that

perhaps isn’t as interested as the previous ones, and give

something fresh and exciting to those of us that still love

the tales of Robin and his merry band. I’ve thrown tons of

Robin Hood Easter eggs into the script, but also given it

enough of a fresh coat of paint that audiences who prefer

something more streamlined will be interested and excited.

In writing the story, I took many inspirations from the BBC

show (Robin and Guy being cousins, Marion’s endeavors as

“the figure” (ala Night Watchman), and at the end Guy’s

sacrifice). The rest of it was just me having fun and

putting my own spins on the material.

I used pages 1 - 3 for my strong visual opening. With a

mixture of action, monologue, and establishing the setting

through visual cues, I set up the story and showed the

plight of Tingham in as short, and exciting, of a time as

possible. I wanted a stark difference between Robin and Guy,

yet to show they have a subtly deep bond with each other in

that time as well. Robin is the character I feel best serves

for my “exposition” requirement. In terms of the

professional, we see a brash yet firm leader off the bat

(page 4-5 talking to Scarlett, and page 8 addressing Jonas

as examples). Yet privately and psychologically we have to

dig a little deeper. On pages 13-14 (addressing Guy) and

pages 19-20 (addressing Scarlett) we get a glimpse into his

private life, and just how important family is to him.

Psychologically we learn what drives him in the opening

monologue, and a bit further in Marion’s report on page

23. Although I feel like I accomplished many of the

“missions”, the one I’ll make my first “official” mission is

the Reversal. The reveal of Guy’s betrayal (page 13-14) is a

huge slap in the face early on. I tried to establish Guy as

that likeable “badass” character that audiences would enjoy

because of his edge, when actually it’s Guy’s betrayal that

will harden Robin to that point later on (this is Robin’s

character type: the hardened, damaged soldier). In my second

mission, the “Quest Setup”, I wanted audiences always

wondering who’s side people were really on. Marion, an

established good guy in practically all iterations of Robin

Hood, is a smart-aleck woman who appears to be working with

John to hunt “the figure”, ironically later revealed to be

herself. Also the cloaked male, Guy himself, trying to make

up for his wrongs. As I’ve left the script, there are a

number of mysteries for the audience to figure out... and

for the story to bloom.


